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This international seminar on Language Maintenance and Shift IV (LAMAS IV for short) is a 
continuation of the previous international seminar with the same theme conducted by the 
Master Program in Linguistics, Diponegoro University on 18 November 2014.  
 
We would like to extend our deepest gratitude to the seminar committee for putting together 
the seminar that gave rise to this collection of papers. Thanks also go to the Head and the 
Secretary of the Master Program in Linguistics Diponegoro University, without whom the 
seminar would not have been possible. 
 
The table of contents lists all the papers presented at the seminar: The first four papers are 
those presented by invited keynote speakers. They are Dr. Sugiyono (Badan Pengembangan 
dan Pembinaan Bahasa, Jakarta, Indonesia), Dr. Zane Goebel (La Trobe University, 
Melbourne, Australia), Prof. Yudha Thianto, Ph.D. (Trinity Christian College, Illinois, USA), 
Dr. Deli Nirmala, M.Hum (Diponegoro University, Semarang, Indonesia). 
 
In terms of the topic areas, there are 21 papers in applied linguistics, 20 papers in 
sociolinguistics, 14 papers in theoretical linguistics, 18 papers in discourse/pragmatics, and 13 
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REEXAMINING LEXICAL VARIATION IN DATAR VILLAGE: THE CASE OF VERB 
 
Ageng Sutrisno  
Cindy Intan Audya Putri 





This study is intent to reexamine the phenomenon of lexical variation in Datar Village, 
Kuningan Regency, focused in verb, scheduled from 1st of May to 25th of May 2013. 
The investigation of lexical variation focused in verb case is attained to depict what types 
of verb commonly found in Datar Village, to compare the variation with Sundanese 
standard language which has ‘undak usuk basa’ and what factors that influence them. The 
qualitative approach is applied and two chosen methods of data collection are observation 
and structured interview.  Respondents are taken from 4 areas in that village where three 
respondents are taken from each area. Those respondents are interviewed and asked to fill 
out the questionnaire. The distribution of lexical variation in verb case in  Datar Village 
shows some uniqueness which reflect the language Variety. As an upshot, 35 lexical 
Variation in verb case of Datar Village are Found while the comparison of that words is 
presented into table.  
 
Key words: lexical variation, verb, ‘undak usuk basa’. 
 
Introduction 
This research reveals the lexical variation found in Datar Village. The lexical variation almost 
happened in several villages in one region. Hudson (1990:24) clearly assumes that individual in a 
community is unique in his language. The uniqueness can be seen in the language phenomena. Some 
members of community in a given region speaking a given language might have a different variety of 
the language, from  the other member of community although they live in the same region. On account 
of that, the divergent usage of words is the reason of choosing the focus of study the lexical variation 
the case of verb in Datar Village. 
Another invention of lexical variation is also extended by Spolsky (1998:28). He states that 
there are differences in using particular words in some regions of America such as the word “peanuts” 
has similar meanings with the words “groundnuts”, “goobers” or “pinders” and they are all spoken 
there. 
This study is accomplished in Datar Village where there are 4 areas consisting of 3.329 of 
populations, 1.667 males and 1.662 females. Datar Village is situated among four villages. 
Kertawinangun is in the west. Kananga Village is in the east. Bunder Village is in the north and Benda 
Village is in the south. There are no direct contacts between those villages which located near with 
Datar village. All of the borderlines are limited by mountain range, river, hill and forest. (Profil Desa 
Datar: 2012). 
In line to the topic of study, there are factual inventions in Sundanese Lexical Variation of 
Datar Village where people have various utterances referring to similar meanings of words. For 
example, the word “Ceuleu” which means “Try” is found in the village of Datar while in Sundanese 












1 Eat Verb Tuang, Neda, Dahar Teuteureuy 
2 Bite Verb Ngegel Nyogot 
3 Really Want Verb Hoyong Pisan Tajam 
4 Make a Drink Verb Nyeduh Nembok 
5 Take a Bath Verb Ibak Iam,Papung 
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In Sundanese there is an undak-usuk basa (politeness degree) or unggah-ungguh basa in 
Javanese which reflect the etiquette and politeness to others. We will speak in different word to 
different people based on social status, age, level etc  The kind of undak-usuk basa are basa loma 
(harsh language), basa lemes keur sorangan (soft language for ourself), basa lemes keur batur (soft 
language for others ). For example we say dahar (eat) to our younger sister or brother, neda (eat) to 
our friend and tuang (eat) to our parent or boss. The inventions of divergent usage of words illustrated 
above and its’ usage reflect the language variety of Lexical Variation. 
 
Methods 
The research method applied in this study is qualitative approach. Therefore, this kind of method is 
purposed to reveal the phenomenon of lexical variations in Datar Village and then analyze them based 
on the required research questions. 
 
Population and Sample 
The population and sample are objects of the research. According to Sugiyono (2005:117-118).  He 
states that population as a general zone consisting of objects or subjects that have particular quality 
and characteristics chosen by the researchers to be investigated and created the summary. He adds that 
sample is part of number and characteristics of a population. 
The technique of research sampling is purposive sampling and five selected respondents from 
each dusun are asked to be interviewed and they are asked to answer the questionnaires. The total 
numbers of respondents or informants are 20 taken as sample from 3.329 of the population of Datar 
Village. 
 
The Procedure of Data Collection 
This research uses two methods in collecting data. Those are observation, and interview. The method 
of observation is using structured observation. Sugiyono (2010) explains that structured observation is 
an observation which the times, locations and object of study are already determined.  
Structured interview is used in this study. All respondents are inquired to answer the same 
questions noted in the questionnaires. Structured interview is held when the expected information or 
data has been established. He adds that the structured interview applies the instrument like 
questionnaire. There are some questions given to the respondents such as: 
a. What are the Different words in verb case in this Village among Others?  
b. Are these words commonly used in daily speech in this region? 
c. Are there any other words used to say the same meaning? 
Points of questions in the questionnaire are vocabulary list, option of familiar words, words 
which are commonly used and words which are not written in the options. Those things are disposed 
to get typical and unique words in each area in Datar Village.  
 
The Procedure of Data Analysis.  
The acquiring of data are analyzed through several steps; they are making domain analysis worksheet, 
counting the consistency of lexical Variation through finding the dissemination of using of that words.  
The first step is making domain analysis worksheet. This data worksheet is provided in the 
form of table consisting of classification of distributed lexical variation and name of areas. Sugiyono 
(2010:350) argues that the domain analysis worksheet would ease the researcher in examining the 
collected data from observation or interview and other methods of data collection.  The second step is 
counting. The disseminations of lexical variation and its consistency are presented in the table and 
diagram based on the regional origins.  
 
Discussion 
This study presents 35 vocabularies as lexical variation in verb case found in Datar Village. The 
finding words are sorted based on politeness degree and areas of distribution. Those 35 words are 
classified into three kinds of politeness degree (undak usuk basa) such as basa loma (harsh language), 
basa lemes keur sorangan (soft language for our self), basa lemes keur batur (soft language for 
others). Those variations  of verbs are also categorized based on the areas of distribution where there 
are 4 areas in Datar Village.  
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As an upshot, 35 vocabularies are found and presented into table as a dissimilarity  to the 
Sundanese standard language. The frequency of areas’ lexical variations occurence are found from that 





The table above shows the variation and those similarities in the terms of speech level or undak usuk 
basa. that there are 35 words ( 100%) variation in the level of basa loma (harsh language) those words 
are teuteureuy, nyogot, tajam, nembok, iam, ceuleu, ngabrul, ombeh, bandungan, betem, ki’ih, modol, 
birat, becir, maok, udud, ampihan, babanyong, ngabasu, ngedar, molor, nare, canggogog, demen, 
akbew, emuh, ngecruk, ngeplay, berik, cingcat ,ciling, haling, tiplas, tigas, wera, medal, deuleu. Only 
28 words of variation which found in the level of basa lemes keur sorangan (soft language for ourself) 
those are nyogot, tajam, nembok, iam, ceuleu, ombeh, bandungan, ngisep, ampihan, babanyong, 
ngabasu, ngedar, obo, nare, canggogog, demen, akbew, emuh, ngecruk, ngeplay, berik, cingcat, 
ciling, haling, tiplas, tigas, wera, medal, tenjo. And 24 words of variation in the level of basa lemes 
keur batur (soft language for others ) those are nyogot, tajam, nembok, bandungan, anteng, ceuleu, 
ngisep, ampihan, babanyong, ngabasu, ngedar, nare, canggogog, demen, akbew, ngecruk, ngeplay, 
berik, cingcat, ciling, haling, tiplas,tigas, wera, medal. The yellow color means the variation.  
Factors influencing language variety  
Based on the result of investigation of lexical variation in Datar Village, there are many lexical 
variations are found there. The assumption is that area is isolated area. Michael Montgomery (2000) 
states that several types of isolation that may have a linguistic impact. The isolations as follow: 
geographic (how remote is a community?), sociological (what types of contact does it have with other 
communities?), economic (how much external exchange is there of goods, ideas, etc?), psychological 
(how open is a community to others/ what attachments are there to its own culture?), cultural (does a 
community maintain distinctive practices and beliefs?), technological (are there mediated forms of 
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external contact?). On account of that, Factually Datar village has two types of isolations. The first is 
geographic isolation. Datar village is Located far away from the other village. Datar Village is 
surrounded by Cisanggarung river, sand mining, hill, large rice field and large garden. In this case, it is 
noticeable that geographical regions are one of factors influencing to language variety. The second is 
Technological Isolation. Datar Village is lack of technology, there is quiet hard to find the signal of 











basa lemes keur sorangan
(soft language for our self)
basa lemes keur batur
(soft language for others)
 
 
Figure 4 informs that there are 35 words ( 100%) variation in the level of basa loma (harsh language), 
only 28 words of variation which found in the level of basa lemes keur sorangan (soft language for 
ourself), and 24 words of variation in the level of basa lemes keur batur (soft language for others ). 
The yellow color means the variation.  
 
Conclusion and Suggestion 
Based on the factual data invention, there are 35 variation words are categorized based on undak-usuk 
basa (politeness degree). Those 35 words are disseminated in areas of Datar Village. Those four areas 
are Puhun, Pahing, Manis, and kaliwon.  Additionally, the distribution  of lexical variations in Datar 
Village are influenced by geographical factors. In this case, it is noticeable that geographical regions 
are one of factors influencing to language variety. Datar village is Located far away from the other 
village. Datar Village is surrounded by Cisanggarung river, sand mining, hill, large rice field and large 
garden. The second is Technological Isolation. Datar Village is lack of technology, there is quiet hard 
to find the signal of phone cell there and the technology is still restricted in the media of Television 
and Radio.  
Moreover the lexical variation in verb case in Datar village reflects the degradation of undak-
usuk basa (politeness degree), which in harsh language has changes truly different with sundanese 
standard language. 
At the end, This Study has disclosed the one feature of sociolinguistics terms. That is lexical 
variation. Thus, for the next study would be nice if examine the other linguistics terms. Such as 
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